In recent years, the frequent occurrence of rainstorms has seriously affected urban-public transport systems. In this study, we examined the impact of rainstorms on the vulnerability of urban-public transport systems consisting of both ground bus and metro systems, which was abstracted into an undirected weighted Bus-Metro complex bilayer network (Bus-Metro CBN) and the passenger volume was regarded as its weight. Through the changes in the node scale, network efficiency, and passenger volume in the maximal connected component of the Bus-Metro CBN, we constructed a vulnerability operator to quantitatively calculate the vulnerability of the Bus-Metro CBN. Then, the flow-based couple map lattices (CMLs) model was proposed to simulate cascading failure scenarios of the Bus-Metro CBN under rainstorm conditions, in which the rainstorm is introduced through a perturbation variable. The simulation results show that under the condition of passenger flow overload, the network may have a two-stage cascading failure process. The impact analysis shows that there is a rainstorm intensity threshold that causes the Bus-Metro CBN to collapse. Meanwhile, we obtained the optimal node and edge capacity through capacity analysis. In addition, our analysis implies that the vulnerability of the Bus-Metro CBN network in most scenarios is mainly caused by the degradation of network structure rather than the loss of passenger flow. The network coupling strength analysis results show that the node coupling strength has greater potential to reduce the vulnerability than edge coupling strength. This indicates that traffic managers should prioritize controlling the mutual influence between bus stops (or metro stations) to reduce the vulnerability of the Bus-Metro CBN more effectively.
Introduction
Public transport is an important part of urban transport and is arguably the basis of a city's day-to-day operations. However, in recent years, extreme weathers, especially rainstorms, have frequently occurred in many cities, causing detrimental effects on the urban public transport system, resulting in problems such as traffic congestion, traffic accidents, and partial paralysis of transport systems [1] . From the perspective of public health, the impact of rainstorm on the urban public transport system cannot be ignored. On the one hand, when rainstorms occur, urban traffic events are more likely to happen, which will cause residents' injury or death. On the other hand, the normal running of the vehicles will be disturbed by the impact of rainstorms, for example, the speed of the vehicles may slow down during the rainstorm, and therefore, emit more exhaust gases, which will in turn affects the urban residents' public health [2, 3] . Table 1 . The influence of different intensities of rainfall on Bus-Metro CBN [57] .
Intensities of Rainfall
Influence on Bus-Metro CBN Operation ≥50 mm/24 h Reduces the friction coefficient of road surfaces and increases the incidence of bus accidents.
≥100 mm/24 h Reduces the friction coefficient of road surfaces and increases the incidence of bus accidents; partial rail transit interruptions and delay.
≥150 mm/24 h Bus outage, delays, bus lines shrinkage; partial rail transit interruptions and delay, with orbiting system destroyed.
The impact of rainstorm on the Bus-Metro CBN can be analyzed from the perspective of roads (or metro train tracks), vehicles and passengers (or drivers), as shown in Figure 1 . We regard rainstorms as a perturbation to the Bus-Metro CBN, and describe the perturbation with the variable s which is calculated as:
where h0 (mm/h) is the intensity threshold of rainstorm, and h (mm/h) is the current rainfall intensity, the range of s is (0, +∞). From Equation (1) , it is obvious that 1 s ≥ indicates a rainstorm, 0 1 s < < denote that a normal rainfall and 0 s = represents no rainfall. According to the definition of rainstorm by the China Meteorological Administration, the intensity threshold of a rainstorm is 16 mm/h (h0 = 16 mm/h), or in a cumulative rainfall more than 30 mm for 12 h or 50 mm for 24h (h0 = 30 mm/12 h or h0 = 50 mm/24 h).
In this study, we set the state variables x and y to represent the state of the nodes and edges in the Bus-Metro CBN, respectively. The 0 , 1 x y ≤ ≤ means that the nodes and edges are in normal operation, and x > 1, y > 1 indicates that the nodes and edges have failed, respectively. If x and y follow a uniform distribution in the interval 0 , 1 x y ≤ ≤ , the cumulative distribution functions of x and y are ( ) F x x = and ( ) F y y = . When rainstorms occur, the nodes and edges in the Bus-Metro CBN may fail, which indicates the range of x and y will be extended to 0 , x y u ≤ ≤ , u > 1. Then the cumulative distribution functions of x and y is ( ) x F x = and ( ) y F y = , and the failure probability of 
The Impact of Rainstorm on Roads and Metro Train Tracks
A rainstorm can cause waterlogging on the road surface, which will reduce the contact between tire and road surface. As a result, it reduces the road surface friction coefficient. Meanwhile, the excessive water accumulation may invade the interior of the asphalt pavement mixed material. Over time, this gradually separates the asphalt membrane from the aggregate surface, which eventually leads to the loss of the bonding force between the asphalt and the aggregate surface, causing the asphalt pavement to wear [58] . Regarding the impact of rainstorms on metro train tracks, a rainstorm could cause rainwater to pour into the metro stations, resulting in stoppage of services in some metro stations [59] .
The Impact of Rainstorm on Vehicles
In terms of buses, rainwater can enter the cylinder from the intake and exhaust ports of the engine. Due to the incompressibility of water, the connecting rod of the engine cylinder will be crooked, and the cylinder may be damaged at the same time. The rainstorms may also cause short-circuit faults in vehicles with aging lines [60] . On the other hand, because metro vehicles are mainly operated underground, they are less affected by rainstorms.
The Impact of Rainstorm on Drivers and Passengers
From the perspective of drivers, a rainstorm can cause a decline in drivers' observation abilities, thus significantly increasing the incidence of traffic accidents and decreasing vehicle speed. At the same time, the decline in drivers' observation abilities can slow down their reaction times, which will further increase the incidence of traffic accidents. From the perspective of passengers, on one hand, rainstorms will increase their difficulty of travel, thereby increasing travel delays and costs. On the other hand, rainstorms will greatly reduce the capacity of Bus-Metro CBNs. As a result, the Bus-Metro CBN might not be able to meet all passengers' travel demands, resulting in queues and congestion [61] .
We regard rainstorms as a perturbation to the Bus-Metro CBN, and describe the perturbation with the variable s which is calculated as:
where h 0 (mm/h) is the intensity threshold of rainstorm, and h (mm/h) is the current rainfall intensity, the range of s is (0, +∞). From Equation (1), it is obvious that s ≥ 1 indicates a rainstorm, 0 < s < 1 denote that a normal rainfall and s = 0 represents no rainfall. According to the definition of rainstorm by the China Meteorological Administration, the intensity threshold of a rainstorm is 16 mm/h (h 0 = 16 mm/h), or in a cumulative rainfall more than 30 mm for 12 h or 50 mm for 24h (h 0 = 30 mm/12 h or h 0 = 50 mm/24 h).
In this study, we set the state variables x and y to represent the state of the nodes and edges in the Bus-Metro CBN, respectively. The 0 ≤ x, y ≤ 1 means that the nodes and edges are in normal operation, and x > 1, y > 1 indicates that the nodes and edges have failed, respectively. If x and y follow a uniform distribution in the interval 0 ≤ x, y ≤ 1, the cumulative distribution functions of x and y are F(x) = x and F(y) = y. When rainstorms occur, the nodes and edges in the Bus-Metro CBN may fail, which indicates the range of x and y will be extended to 0 ≤ x, y ≤ u, u > 1. Then the cumulative distribution functions of x and y is F(x) = x u and F(y) = y u , and the failure probability of nodes and edges can be calculated as follows:
P(x > 1) = 1 − P(x ≤ 1) = 1 − F(1) = 1 − 1 u , node f ailure probability P(y > 1) = 1 − P(y ≤ 1) = 1 − F(1) = 1 − 1 u , edge f ailure probability (2) According to the research of Dong et al. [62] , we obtained the relationship between rainfall intensity h (mm/h) and traffic flow loss rate l (%). At the same time, Yang's [63] research on the vulnerability curve of rainstorm and flood disasters shows that the relationship between rainfall intensity and disaster severity exhibits a power law function. Therefore, we use the power law function to fit the obtained relationship between rainstorm intensity and passenger loss rate. The fitting result is:
where l is the traffic flow loss rate, h is the rainstorm intensity, and h 0 is the intensity threshold of rainstorm. This relationship is shown as Figure 2 . function to fit the obtained relationship between rainstorm intensity and passenger loss rate. The fitting result is:
where l is the traffic flow loss rate, h is the rainstorm intensity, and h0 is the intensity threshold of rainstorm. This relationship is shown as Figure 2 . In the Bus-Metro CBN, the traffic flow loss caused by rainstorm can be calculated by multiplying the failure probability of nodes and edges with their traffic volume. In the calculation, the traffic flow loss rate is replaced by the failure probability of nodes and edges. Based on this, we can calculate u as follows: 
Through Formula (4), we can calculate the influence of rainstorm perturbation on node state variable (edge state variable is similar) as follows:
where x is the node state variable, s is the rainstorm perturbation variable, u is an intermediate variable.
Many studies [64] [65] [66] on cascading failure of networks under random or deliberate attacks select one or some nodes and edges randomly or in some way, then disturb them to cause the selected nodes and edges fail to observe the impact of the failed nodes and edges on the whole network. However, it is unreasonable to only consider the failure of some nodes and edges and ignore the impact of rainstorm on other nodes and edges. Therefore, in this study, we believe that rainstorm has an impact on all nodes and edges in the Bus-Metro CBN. In the Bus-Metro CBN, the traffic flow loss caused by rainstorm can be calculated by multiplying the failure probability of nodes and edges with their traffic volume. In the calculation, the traffic flow loss rate is replaced by the failure probability of nodes and edges. Based on this, we can calculate u as follows:
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Many studies [64] [65] [66] on cascading failure of networks under random or deliberate attacks select one or some nodes and edges randomly or in some way, then disturb them to cause the selected nodes and edges fail to observe the impact of the failed nodes and edges on the whole network. However, it is unreasonable to only consider the failure of some nodes and edges and ignore the impact of rainstorm on other nodes and edges. Therefore, in this study, we believe that rainstorm has an impact on all nodes and edges in the Bus-Metro CBN.
Models and Methods
Constructing the Bus-Metro CBN
Research Hypothesis
This paper uses the bus and metro subsystems in the Bus-Metro CBN as the research object. In order to simplify the subsystems and facilitate modeling, we propose the following hypothesis about the model construction:
1. Ground buses and the metro are the subsystems of the Bus-Metro CBN, each of which corresponds to one layer of the complex bilayer network.
2. In the ground bus network, a bus stop is considered to be a node, and two nodes are linked by an edge only if there is a direct bus between the corresponding two stops.
3. In the metro network, the metro stations are considered to be the nodes, and two nodes are linked by an edge only if there is a direct train between the corresponding two stations. 4 . If the distance between bus stops and metro stations is less than 100 m, these stops, or stations are regarded as transfer stops or transfer stations, i.e., with edges existing between these bus nodes and metro nodes, and these edges represent transfer walking path.
5. If there is more than one bus or metro operating on the route between two bus stops or metro stations, there is seen to be only one edge between the nodes corresponding to the two bus stops or metro stations, in order to avoid duplicate connections.
6. In general, buses or trains can return along the same route they took between one bus stop or metro station to another. Therefore, the direction between nodes is not considered, i.e., the Bus-Metro CBN is constructed to be an undirected network.
7. We do not consider the frequency of buses or trains but only taking into account the connectivity between bus stops or metro stations, as well as the passenger transport capacity at these stops or stations. In other words, the network is a weighted network, and the passenger volume on a particular line is taken as the weight of the corresponding edge.
8. Passengers taking bus or metro will not choose transport modes other than bus and metro. This means if a bus stop (or metro station) failed, all the passengers transported by this bus stop (or metro station) will transfer to the directly linked bus stops (metro stations) and metro station (or bus stop). The transferred passenger volume is determined by the proportion of passengers on the edge to the passengers transported by the node.
Symbolic Description of the Bus-Metro CBN
The Bus-Metro CBN in this study mainly includes conventional ground bus system and Metro system. Due to the heterogeneities of bus stops, bus lines and metro stations, metro lines, i.e., their capacity and load as well as their impacts on the Bus-Metro CBN are different, it is necessary to distinguish the two systems and use bilayer network instead of a single-layer network to represent the composite system of conventional ground bus and metro systems.
Complex bilayer network (CBN)
The Bus-Metro CBN in this study contains two layers of the ground bus network and the metro network. The corresponding schematic Bus-Metro CBN model is shown in Figure 3 . We define the CBN of urban public transport system as follows:
where N is a non-empty node set of CBN, and each node represents a bus stop or metro station in the urban public transport system. E is the edge set of CBN, including the intra-edges of a single layer network and the inter-edges which link networks of different layers. L denotes the layer set of CBN, with each layer representing a single network.
where N(l B ) and N(l M ) indicate the node sets of the ground bus network and metro network, respectively.
where E(l B ) represents the intra-edges of the bus network, E(l M ) represents the intra-edges of the metro network, and E(l B l M ) represents the inter-edges which connect the bus network and metro networks, i.e., E(l B l M ) represents the transfer routes in urban public transport system.
where L is the set of layers, l B and l M refer to the layer of ground bus network and the layer of metro network, respectively. where L is the set of layers, lB and lM refer to the layer of ground bus network and the layer of metro network, respectively. 
Adjacent matrix of the Bus-Metro CBN
We define A as the adjacent matrix of the Bus-Metro CBN, which can be divided into intra-layer adjacent matrices and an inter-layer adjacent matrix. The intra-layer adjacent matrix of lB is (lM is similar to lB): 
where
is directly connected with 0 otherwise
n represents the number of nodes in the ground bus network, lB is the layer of ground bus network.
The inter-layer adjacent matrix which connects lB and lM is:
n and m represent the number of nodes in the ground bus network and metro network. 3. Edge weight matrix of Bus-Metro CBN 
We define A as the adjacent matrix of the Bus-Metro CBN, which can be divided into intra-layer adjacent matrices and an inter-layer adjacent matrix. The intra-layer adjacent matrix of l B is (l M is similar to l B ):
where a ij,l B = 1 n i,l B is directly connected with n j,l B 0 otherwise (11) n represents the number of nodes in the ground bus network, l B is the layer of ground bus network. The inter-layer adjacent matrix which connects l B and l M is:
where a ij,l B l M = 1 n i,l B is directly connected with n j,l M 0 otherwise (13) n and m represent the number of nodes in the ground bus network and metro network. 3. Edge weight matrix of Bus-Metro CBN We define W as the edge weight matrix of the Bus-Metro CBN (Formula (13)), where the weight w ij is the ratio of passenger volume F ij on edge e ij to the total passenger volume F total in the entire network per unit of time.
where |N| is total number of nodes in the Bus-Metro CBN, |N| = n + m.
4. Passenger flow intensity of nodes and edges in Bus-Metro CBN The passenger flow intensity can reflect the importance of CBN nodes from a functional perspective. We define I i as the passenger flow intensity of node n i , which denotes the number of passengers passing through n i per unit of time.
where F ij is the passenger flow volume on edge e ij per unit of time. 5. Service capability of nodes and edges in Bus-Metro CBN The service capacity is the maximum number of passengers that can be transported by the Bus-Metro CBN per unit of time. We define C as the service capacity matrix of the edges in the Bus-Metro CBN, where C ij is the maximum number of passengers that can be transported by edge e ij per unit of time. The service capacity of node n i is the sum of the service capabilities of the edges directly linked to node n i , i.e., C i = ∑ j C ij . According to Motter and Lai's [67] research on load capacity model (ML model), the capacity of an edge is proportional to its initial load, and the C ij can be expressed as:
where α is the tolerance parameter, indicating the additional capacity ratio of the edge e ij . L ij is the initial load of edge e ij , i.e. the initial passenger flow volume on edge e ij .
Cascading Failure Model of Bus-Metro CBN under Rainstorm Conditions
Passenger Flow Transfer Rules for Cascading Failures in Bus-Metro CBN
The passenger flow transfer rules under cascading failure conditions in the current study could be divided into three categories, i.e., passenger flow overload, node failures and edge failures. We take the ground bus network as an example to introduce these three types of passenger flow transfer rules (Figure 4) , and the passenger flow transfer rules in the context of the metro network are similar to that in the ground bus network. These transfer rules are only used for overload or failure of nodes and edges in the largest connected component (G) of the Bus-Metro CBN. For other nodes or edges that are isolated due to node or edge failures, we remove these nodes or edges and delete their passengers. The specific transfer steps are as follows: Case 1. Transfer rules of passenger flow overload at the edges of the ground bus network.
Step 1: Search the overloaded edge e ij in the largest connected component whose passenger flow F ij exceeds its service capacity C ij .
Step 2: Remove the edge e ij .
Step 3: The passenger flow on e ij will transfer to the edges that directly link to node n i and node n j (the flow will transfer to these edges only if the state of these edges is normal). Because in the real Bus-Metro CBN, passengers would be much more likely to choose the nearby transit services to escape from the confusion and accident as soon as possible when a bus stop (or metro station) or line suffers from disaster or attack.
Step 4: The volume of passenger flow at the edge e ip that directly link to node n i will change as follows:
, where the change of passenger volume at node n j is similar to that at node n i .
Step 5: Search other overloaded edges and repeat steps 1 to 4 until all the edges are traversed. Case 2. Passenger flow transfer rules in the case of node failures in the ground bus network.
Step 1: Search for the failed node n i in the largest connected component which is a node cannot be operated normally, i.e., passengers cannot take bus or metro at this node, and bus and metro cannot pass this node).
Step 2: Remove node n i and the edges link to n i .
Step 3: The flow F ij will transfer to the nodes n j which directly link to node n i (this will occur only if the states of these nodes are normal).
Step 4: The volume of passenger flow at edge e jp that directly link to node n j will change as follows:
Step 5: Search for other failed nodes and repeat steps 1 to 4 until all the nodes are traversed. escape from the confusion and accident as soon as possible when a bus stop (or metro station) or line suffers from disaster or attack.
Step 4: The volume of passenger flow at the edge eip that directly link to node ni will change as follows: Fip→Fip+∆Fip, where ∆Fip=Fij•Fip/(Ii−Fij), where the change of passenger volume at node nj is similar to that at node ni.
Step 1: Search for the failed node ni in the largest connected component which is a node cannot be operated normally, i.e., passengers cannot take bus or metro at this node, and bus and metro cannot pass this node).
Step 2: Remove node ni and the edges link to ni.
Step 3: The flow Fij will transfer to the nodes nj which directly link to node ni (this will occur only if the states of these nodes are normal).
Step 4: The volume of passenger flow Case 3. Passenger flow transfer rules in the case of edge failures in the ground bus network.
Step 1: Search for the failed edge eij in the largest connected component which is an edge cannot be operated normally, i.e. bus and metro cannot drive on this edge, and passengers cannot walk on this edge).
Step 2: Remove edge eij.
Step 3: The passenger flow on edge eij will transfer to the edges that directly link to node ni and node nj (only if the states of these edges are normal).
Step 4: The passenger volume of edge eip will change as follows: Fip → Fip+∆Fip, where ∆Fip=Fij•Fip/(Ii−Fij), and the changes of passenger volume on the edges directly link to node nj are similar to that on the edges directly link to node ni. Step 1: Search for the failed edge e ij in the largest connected component which is an edge cannot be operated normally, i.e. bus and metro cannot drive on this edge, and passengers cannot walk on this edge).
Step 2: Remove edge e ij .
Step 3: The passenger flow on edge e ij will transfer to the edges that directly link to node n i and node n j (only if the states of these edges are normal).
Step 4: The passenger volume of edge e ip will change as follows:
, and the changes of passenger volume on the edges directly link to node n j are similar to that on the edges directly link to node n i .
Step 5: Search for other failed edges and repeat steps 1 to 4 until all the edges are traversed.
Cascading Failure Model based on CMLs
The cascading failure of Bus-Metro CBN can be explained by self-organized criticality theory. This theory regards that the system which is composed of a large number of interacting components will naturally develop towards a self-organized critical state. When the system is in this state, even a small disturbance event may cause a series of catastrophes [68] . Generally, it is considered that power-law distribution is the sign of self-organized critical system, and the self-organized critical phenomenon is the dynamic reason for the formation of the power-law distribution [69, 70] . Many empirical studies find that the node degree distribution of transport network has power-law characteristics, such as the Beijing transit network [71] , the public transport networks in Poland [72] , the 33 metro systems in different cities [73] , etc. Based on these studies, the Bus-Metro CBN can be regarded as a self-organized system and small local changes can be magnified and extended to the entire network, which may cause avalanches in the system [74] . To explain this self-organized critical phenomenon, many scholars have proposed different cascading failure models according to different research objects, such as Load (or Flow) Capacity model [75] , Binary Impact model [76] , Sand model [77] , Couple Map Lattices model [78] , etc.
Couple Map Lattices (CMLs) is a dynamic model that describes the complex spatio-temporal behavior of non-linear systems [79] . Because of the excellent spatio-temporal chaos characteristics and easy to analyze and numerically process, this model has been widely applied to population studies [80] , liquid flow studies [81] , chemical reactions [82] and biological networks [83] , etc. In recent years, some researchers have applied the CMLs model to the study of cascading failure in complex networks [84, 85] . In this study, we use the CMLs model to simulate the change of Bus-Metro CBN under rainstorm conditions. The research object of this study is the weighted Bus-Metro CBN, where the weight is represented by the volume of passenger flow at the edges. Therefore, the cascading failure of this Bus-Metro CBN is based on the topological structure of the network and the distribution of passenger flow, which could be expressed using the coupling function. Following this, and based on the CMLs model presented by Huang, Peng and Ren [64] [65] [66] , we proposed a flow-based cascading failure model of the Bus-Metro CBN under rainstorm conditions. The model includes two parts of the node failure model and the edge failure model, which are as follows:
1. Cascading failure model of nodes in Bus-Metro CBN
where t and (t + 1) denote the time step. x i (t + 1) represents the state variable of node n i at the (t + 1) time step, which can be used to determine whether the corresponding bus stops (or metro stations) are able to provide a travel service. We used an absolute value notation in Equation (16) to guarantee the non-negative state of each node. We then assumed that 0 ≤ x i (t + 1) ≤ 1 represents the normal state of node n i at the (t + 1) time step. Meanwhile, x i (t + 1) > 1 represents that node n i failed. The variable ε 1 represents the node coupling strength of the Bus-Metro CBN, if ε 1 = 0.2, there will be 20% state changes of a node come from the impact of their neighbor nodes' states. In real life, ε 1 indicates that the influence of the operation of a bus stop (or metro station) on the operation of its neighbor bus stops (or metro stations). |N| is the number of nodes in the Bus-Metro CBN. F ij and I i represent the passenger flow volume of edge e ij and node n i , respectively. In line with previous research [84] [85] [86] [87] , the traffic flow has chaotic characteristics and can be simulated with the chaotic logistic map. Therefore, in this study f was chosen to be the chaotic logistic map:
The function f indicates that a single node in the Bus-Metro CBN is a chaotic dynamic system, which can simulate the local dynamic changes of node capacity [88] .
Rainstorm will affect the normal state of all nodes in the Bus-Metro CBN. According to the analysis in Section 2.1, we set s (the intensity of rainstorm) as the external disturbance, s ≥ 1, and assumed that rainstorm will affect all the nodes. Then the state variable of node n i can be expressed as follows:
Equation (17) is used to simulate the impact of rainstorm on the nodes in Bus-Metro CBN. The x i (t − 1) is multiplied by 1 1−0.1528s 1.128 to simulate that rainstorm will increase the probability of node failure, rather than necessarily cause the node to fail. In real world, the rainstorm usually only causes some bus stops (or metro stations) to fail and not all nodes to fail. Moreover, with an increase in s, node n i will be more likely to induce x i (t) > 1, which will cause more bus stops (or metro stations) to fail. When node n i fails, node n i as well as its adjacent edges will be removed, following which the state variable will remain +∞. The passengers passing through node n i will transfer to the adjacent bus nodes and metro nodes, as per the transfer rule shown in Figure 4 .
We can use Equations (16) and (17) to mimic the cascading failure of nodes in Bus-Metro CBN under rainstorm. At first, all the nodes are normal, their state values are in (0,1), and their state changes can be described by Equation (16) . Then at the beginning of simulation, a rainstorm happened (regarded as perturbation which will affect every node), which cause some nodes failed according to Equation (17) . Next, the state changes will propagate to the nodes which link to the failed nodes according to Equation (16) , which can lead to a new round of node failure. This process is repeated and may eventually cause the collapse of the entire network.
2. Cascading failure model of edges in Bus-Metro CBN Nodes are the basic elements of the network and are undoubtedly extremely important to the network. Many scholars have researched the cascading node failures in complex networks [89] [90] [91] [92] [93] [94] . Similar to nodes, edges are also the basic elements of the network. In the real world, many infrastructure systems have some important routes, such as main transmission line in power-grid system, main lines in Internet systems and main road in transportation systems [95, 96] . These routes usually have large flows of volume and connect different large components in these systems. Once these routes fail, the entire system may split into isolated parts, some pairs of nodes may become unreachable and the connectivity of the system will be greatly reduced. Therefore, it is also important to consider the edge failures in the network. In Bus-Metro CBN, roads may become impassable due to waterlogging, in turn leading to ground bus diversions or bus outage, and eventually potentially causing cascading failures in the Bus-Metro CBN. In addition, when the node fails, its connected edges will also fail. As long as there is a failure of a node connected to the edge, the edge will also fail. Therefore, the state value of the edge depends not only on the edge itself, but also on the two nodes connected by this edge. Therefore, we can use the maximum value of the two nodes' state values and the edge's calculated state value as the state value of the edge, the cascading failure model relating to edges can be expressed as follows:
where t and (t + 1) denote the time step, x i (t) and x j (t) are the state value of node n i and n j at t time step, which means if the node n i or n j that directly linked to e ij failed, the edge e ij will also fail. y ij (t + 1) denotes the state variable of edge e ij at (t + 1) time step, which indicates whether the bus line (or metro line) can transport passengers normally. Then, we use 0 ≤ y ij (t + 1) ≤ 1 to represent the state of edge e ij is normal, and y ij (t + 1) > 1 to represent edge e ij has failed. ε 2 represents the edge coupling strength, which indicates how much state changes of an edge come from its neighbor edges. In the real world, ε 2 is the impact degree of a bus line (or metro line) on its neighbor bus lines (or metro lines).
|N| is the number of nodes in a Bus-Metro CBN. F ip , F jq , I i and I j represent the passenger flow volume of edges e ip and e jq , and nodes n i , n j , respectively. Equation (18) indicates that the state of edge e ij is affected by its own disturbance and by the state of nodes n i and n j . In other words, as long as one of the two nodes fails, edge e ij will also fail. At the same time, if the edge e ij is normal at t time step, then the nodes i and j must be normal at t time step, which means Equation (18) must contain three equations if the edge e ij is normal at t time step. Subsequently we can calculate the state value of e ij at t + 1 time step. Similar to what happens with the nodes, we set a rainstorm s as an external disturbance (s ≥ 1) which also affects the normal state of all edges. The state variable of edge e ij at the t time step can be expressed as follows: Equation (19) was used to simulate the influence of a rainstorm on the edges. Due to the fact when a rainstorm occurs, all the nodes and edges will be affected, the x i (t − 1) and x j (t − 1) should also be multiplied by 1 1−0.1528s 1.128 . At t time step, the state variable of edge e ij depends on two factors. The first is the state of the adjacent edges of e ip and e jq , nodes n i and n j at the (t − 1) time step. The second factor is the intensity s of a rainstorm. If y ij > 1 at (t − 1) time step, then y ij (t) > 1, and the state variable of edge e ij will remain greater than 1 thereafter. If 0 ≤ y ij ≤ 1 at (t − 1) time step, then the state variable of edge e ij at t time step can be calculated using Equation (19) . Equation (19) shows that the probability of failure of edges increases with an increase in the severity of a rainstorm, which is consistent with the actual situation. When edge e ij fails, e ij will be removed from the network. The passengers transported by edge e ij will thus transfer to the adjacent nodes and edges, as per the transfer rule shown in Figure 4 .
Equations (18) and (19) can simulate the edge cascading failures in Bus-Metro CBN under a rainstorm. In the beginning, all edges are normal, and their state values are in (0,1). Then rainstorms occur, according to the calculation by Equation (19) , some edges may fail and other edges will still work normally. Next, the state values of all normal edges will be recalculated by Equation (18) , and the failed edges' state will propagate to their neighbor edges. This process will continue until the entire network is re-stabilized or eventually collapses.
The failures in Bus-Metro CBNs may be caused by natural hazards such as rainstorms, or it may be caused by deliberate attacks such as terrorist attacks. The impact of natural hazards on the Bus-Metro CBN can be regarded as a random attack, while the deliberate attacks such as terrorist attacks are targeted attacks. In this study, the proposed flow-based CMLs model is only applicable to the simulation of natural hazards to random attacks on the Bus-Metro CBN. The bus stop (line) and metro station (line) are heterogeneous due to the capacity and passenger intensity of bus stop (line) and metro station (line) are different. Then according to the proposed CMLs model, the bus stop (lines) and metro station (line) will show different failure behaviors in the simulation. So, we only distinguish the bus traffic and metro traffic in the node (edge) properties rather than in the CMLs model.
Vulnerability Analysis of Bus-Metro CBN under Rainstorm
Previous research on the vulnerability of complex networks is mainly based on the topology changes. The vulnerability of networks is reflected by the sensitivity of the node scale in a maximum connected subgraph and the efficiency of the entire network to different attack strategies [40, 41, 88, 89] . In this study, we explore the vulnerability of Bus-Metro CBN under rainstorms, not only considering the changes in the network topology (i.e., the number of nodes in the network and the connection relationships between network nodes) under rainstorm conditions, but also considering the changes in network functions (i.e., the function of transporting passengers). Therefore, on the basis of the preceding two indices of topology changes in the networks, the indicator of passenger flow volume of the entire network is increased to reflect the functional changes of Bus-Metro CBN under a rainstorm.
1. Node scale changes in a maximal connected subgraph of the Bus-Metro CBN The maximal connected subgraph of the Bus-Metro CBN represents the component which contains the largest number of nodes in all components of Bus-Metro CBN. We used |N| 0 to denote the node scale of the maximum connected subgraph of the initial Bus-Metro CBN, and |N| T to represent the node scale of the maximum connected subgraph when Bus-Metro CBN is finally stable. Thus, the node scale changes in the maximal connected subgraph of the Bus-Metro CBN can be described as:
where η(|N|) is the node scale change in the maximal connected subgraph of the Bus-Metro CBN,
2. Whole-network efficiency changes of the Bus-Metro CBN Efficiency can reflect the tightness of node connection in a network. The efficiency R ij of node n i and node n j in the Bus-Metro CBN is defined as the reciprocal of the shortest path (the path that contains the minimum number of edges in all paths which link node n i to node n j ), i.e., R ij = 1/d ij . The efficiency R of the CBN is taken as the average value of each node's efficiency:
where |N| represents the number of nodes in the Bus-Metro CBN, and d ij denotes the number of edges on the shortest path between nodes n i and n j . When nodes n i and n j are not connected,
The |N|(|N| − 1) represents the no duplication of node logarithm. According to Equation (21), the whole-network efficiency changes of the Bus-Metro CBN can be calculated as:
where R 0 denotes the whole-network efficiency of the initial Bus-Metro CBN, and R T represents the whole-network efficiency when the Bus-Metro CBN is finally stable, 0 ≤ η(R) ≤ 1. 3. Changes in the total volume of passenger flow in the largest connected component of Bus-Metro CBN The total volume of passenger flow in the Bus-Metro CBN is the sum of passengers on all edges in the largest connected component (G) of Bus-Metro CBN. The total passenger flow volume F total can thus be calculated as:
where |N| G is the number of nodes in the largest connected component of Bus-Metro CBN, and F ij is the passenger flow volume on edge e ij . According to Equation (23), we can calculate the changes in the total volume of passenger flow η(F) in the Bus-Metro CBN as:
where F 0 denotes the total volume of passenger flow in the initial Bus-Metro CBN, and F T represents the total volume of passenger flow in the largest connected component when the Bus-Metro CBN is finally stable, η(F)∈(0,1).
Vulnerability operator construction of Bus-Metro CBN
The vulnerability of Bus-Metro CBN in this study was measured in terms of node scale changes in the maximum connected subgraph, efficiency changes in the whole network, and changes in the total volume of passenger flow. Therefore, the vulnerability operator V can be expressed as:
where η(|N|), η(R), and η(F) denote node scale changes in the maximum connected subgraph, efficiency changes in the whole network, and changes in the total volume of passenger flow, respectively. λ 1 , λ 2 and λ 3 represent the weight of η(|N|), η(R) and η(F), respectively. These weights indicate the importance of topological structure and function in the Bus-Metro CBN. λ 1 , λ 2 , λ 3 ∈(0,1), and λ 1 + λ 2 + λ 3 = 1. V is the vulnerability of the Bus-Metro CBN, V ∈ [0,1]. The larger the value of V, the more vulnerable the Bus-Metro CBN, i.e., the topological structure and function of the Bus-Metro CBN change sharply.
Case Study
Research Area
The research area selected for this study is that encircled by Xi'an City wall (the models and research methods in this study can also be applied to the Bus-Metro CBN in other cities with buses and metros), located in Shaanxi, China ( Figure 5a) ; i.e., the geographical center of Xi'an City. The transportation network there is relatively congested. The Bus-Metro CBN encircled by the Xi'an City wall mainly consists of the ground bus and metro, which contains 54 bus stops, 8 metro stations, 93 bus lines operating between bus stops, and 2 metro lines running between the metro stations. Key data pertaining to the Bus-Metro CBN in this area is shown in Table 2 (the data acquisition from Baidu map 2017). Normally, this Bus-Metro CBN operates in a stable manner, but when rainstorms occur, the Bus-Metro CBN becomes relatively vulnerable. For instance, a rainstorm on 24 July 2016 caused the efficiency of the ground bus network in this area to decline sharply, and the rainwater pouring into the XIAOZHAI metro station resulted in the closure of this metro station. This then caused the public transport in this area to almost collapse ( Figure 6 ). Therefore, choosing the area encircled by Xi'an City wall as the research area, within which to explore the vulnerability of Bus-Metro CBN under rainstorm conditions, enabled us to find ways of optimizing this Bus-Metro CBN and preventing, as well as controlling its vulnerability. The Bus-Metro CBN of the research area is mapped out in Figure 5 (a). The corresponding Bus-Metro CBN was constructed according to the method proposed in Section 2.1 and is shown in Figure 5 (b). Then, using UCINET 6.0, we obtained the node degree, shortest path and average path length, clustering coefficient, and average clustering coefficient of the Bus-Metro CBN. The results are shown in Table 3 . The Bus-Metro CBN of the research area is mapped out in Figure 5a . The corresponding Bus-Metro CBN was constructed according to the method proposed in Section 2.1 and is shown in Figure 5b . Then, using UCINET 6.0, we obtained the node degree, shortest path and average path length, clustering coefficient, and average clustering coefficient of the Bus-Metro CBN. The results are shown in Table 3 . As shown in Table 3 , the Bus-Metro CBN constructed in this study contains inter-layer edges, i.e., edges that connect the bus network and the metro network, resulting in the average degree of this Bus-Metro CBN being higher than that of the bus network and metro network. The average path length of the Bus-Metro CBN was found to be greater than that of the metro network and smaller than that of the bus network. This is mainly due to the small number of nodes in the metro network. The clustering coefficient (which indicates the degree of node aggregation) of the Bus-Metro CBN emerged as smaller than that of the bus network, indicating that the local clustering degree of this Bus-Metro CBN has declined. The clustering coefficient of the metro network was 0, indicating that there were no edges between any two adjacent nodes of each node in this network.
Scenario Descriptions
According to data of Xi'an Public Transport Corporation in 2017, the daily average passenger volume of ground buses in the area encircled by Xi'an City wall was about 400,000 people, and the daily average passenger volume of the metro was about 150,000 people. We allocate passengers according to the number of bus lines on the edges (the number of bus lines passing through this edge). Specifically, the passenger volume on an edge is obtained by multiplying the ratio of the number of bus (or metro) lines on the edge to the number of bus (or metro) lines by the total passenger volume. Then the passenger volume of nodes can be calculated by Equation (14) . In addition, we set the initial state of each node or edge as the random value of the interval (0,1), and set up four types of simulation scenarios containing the impacts of rainstorm intensity, capacity tolerance, node coupling strength, and edge coupling strength on the Bus-Metro CBN. We then used the approach of variable-controlling to explore these impacts.
In the first type of simulation scenario, we set the 1 ε , 2 ε and α as constants, and the s as a perturbation variable at the beginning of simulations to study the impact of rainstorm intensity on the Bus-Metro CBN under rainstorm conditions. For example, according to the data of Xi'an Meteorological Bureau, the rainfall in Xi'an on 24 July 2016 was 110 mm. According to Equation (1), this rainstorm can be transformed into the perturbation variable where s = 2.2. Then the As shown in Table 3 , the Bus-Metro CBN constructed in this study contains inter-layer edges, i.e., edges that connect the bus network and the metro network, resulting in the average degree of this Bus-Metro CBN being higher than that of the bus network and metro network. The average path length of the Bus-Metro CBN was found to be greater than that of the metro network and smaller than that of the bus network. This is mainly due to the small number of nodes in the metro network. The clustering coefficient (which indicates the degree of node aggregation) of the Bus-Metro CBN emerged as smaller than that of the bus network, indicating that the local clustering degree of this Bus-Metro CBN has declined. The clustering coefficient of the metro network was 0, indicating that there were no edges between any two adjacent nodes of each node in this network.
In the first type of simulation scenario, we set the ε 1 , ε 2 and α as constants, and the s as a perturbation variable at the beginning of simulations to study the impact of rainstorm intensity on the Bus-Metro CBN under rainstorm conditions. For example, according to the data of Xi'an Meteorological Bureau, the rainfall in Xi'an on 24 July 2016 was 110 mm. According to Equation (1), this rainstorm can be transformed into the perturbation variable where s = 2.2. Then the perturbation s is substituted into Equations (17) and (19) to calculate the state changes of nodes and edges. Based on this, we can analyze the impact of rainstorm on the Bus-Metro CBN using Equations (20)- (25) . In the second simulation scenario, we set the ε 1 , ε 2 and s as constants, and α as a variable to observe the changes of cascading failure process with the capacity tolerance. In the third type of simulation scenario, we set the s, α and ε 2 as constants, and the ε 1 as a variable to examine the impact of node coupling strength on the Bus-Metro CBN under rainstorm conditions. In the fourth type of simulation scenario, we set the s, α and ε 1 as constants, and the ε 2 as a variable to observe the impact of edge coupling strength on the cascading failures in Bus-Metro CBN.
The specific variable values in these scenarios are shown in Table 4 . In line with the various simulation scenarios and the flow-based CML model established in Section 3, we simulated the evolutions of topological structure and passenger flow in this Bus-Metro CBN under rainstorm conditions. Then we recorded the changes of the Bus-Metro CBN and present the results in Section 6.3. 
Vulnerability Analysis of Bus-Metro CBN under Rainstorm Conditions
The influence of a rainstorm on the Bus-Metro CBN can be divided into direct and indirect effects. On one hand, the rainstorm directly affected the ground bus network. On the other hand, the transfer passengers caused by rainstorm indirectly affects the metro network. We set the initial state values of all nodes and edges to (0,1) and regard a rainstorm as an external disturbance at the beginning of simulations. Then, in line with the scenarios in Table 4 , the cascading failure processes of the Bus-Metro CBN in the area encircled by Xi'an City wall were simulated according to the Equations (16)- (19) . Next, the impacts of rainstorm intensity, capacity tolerance, node coupling strength and edge coupling strength on the Bus-Metro CBN were analyzed using Equations (20)- (25) , this process is shown in Figure 7 . The simulation results are shown in Figures 8-11 . At the same time, we have counted the convergence time (i.e., the duration when there are no nodes or edges failure) of cascading failure process under different conditions, and recorded the values of η(|N|), η(R), η(F) and V at the convergence time, which are shown in Table 5 . The scenarios in Table 5 correspond to that in  Table 4 . As shown in Figures 8-11 , most of the curves have only one rising process, but some curves have two rising processes, such as 1.4 s = in Figure 8 and 0.4 α = in Figure 9 . This phenomenon means that when 1.4 s = or 0.4 α = , the Bus-Metro CBN will have two cascading failure processes, As shown in Figures 8-11 , most of the curves have only one rising process, but some curves have two rising processes, such as s = 1.4 in Figure 8 and α = 0.4 in Figure 9 . This phenomenon means that when s = 1.4 or α = 0.4, the Bus-Metro CBN will have two cascading failure processes, which increases the network vulnerability. This is quite different to previous results on the cascading failures of public transport networks [59] . The two-stage cascading failure process is because that the capacity of the node or edge directly linked to the failure node or edges is large, while the capacity of the distant node or edge is small. Therefore, when the passenger flow of failed node or edge can be transferred to the distant node and edge, the second-stage cascading failure processes occurs after a period of propagation. The emergence of the two-stage cascading failure phenomenon, on one hand, points out that the Bus-Metro CBN may experience two failure process during a rainstorm, with a significant adverse effect on the operation of the Bus-Metro CBN. On the other hand, it is possible to carry out emergency repair at failed bus stops (or metro stations) and lines in between two failure processes in order to prevent new failures.
Through comparing η(|N|), η(R), η(F), and V under different rainstorm circumstances (Figure 8 ), we found that in most scenarios, the failure consequences of the Bus-Metro CBN increase with the increase of s. But when s increases from 1.0 to 1.2, the failure consequences decrease. This is mainly because when the rainstorm intensity increases, some key nodes or edges of passenger flow transfer are more likely to fail, resulting in the inability of the passenger flow to transfer to the distant nodes or edges, thereby narrowing the influence range of node and edge failures. In addition, when s = 1.8 and s = 2.0, the cascading failure consequences of Bus-Metro CBN are almost the same, and the entire network almost collapses, which means s = 1.8 is the rainstorm intensity threshold that causes the Bus-Metro CBN to collapse.
From Figure 9 , we find that as the tolerance parameter α increases, the failure consequences of Bus-Metro CBN are declining. This is because when the capacity increases, the failure probability of nodes and edges due to passenger overload will decrease, and the consequences of cascading failure will also decrease. When α = 0.0 and α = 0.1, the failure proportion is almost 100%, and the whole network almost collapses, which indicates that the Bus-Metro CBN is extremely vulnerable when the capacity of nodes and edges is equal to or close to their initial load.
As shown in Figure 10 , when ε 1 = 0.2, the failure consequence of Bus-Metro CBN is the smallest. When ε 1 = 0.4, ε 1 = 0.6 and ε 1 = 0.8, the consequences of cascading failure are almost the same, and they are both larger than that in ε 1 = 0.2, which means ε 1 = 0.4 is the threshold of node coupling strength. When ε 1 ≥ 0.4, the cascading failure consequences of Bus-Metro CBN hardly change with the increase of ε 1 .
Considering the cascading failures of Bus-Metro CBN under different edge coupling strength (Figure 11 ), we can find that when ε 2 ≤ 0.6, the failure consequences of Bus-Metro CBN are almost the same in different scenarios. When ε 2 = 0.8, the failure consequences of cascading failure are the largest. This shows that the threshold of edge coupling strength is ε 2 = 0.6, and on the other hand, the edge coupling strength has a limit in reducing the vulnerability of Bus-Metro CBN, i.e., the vulnerability of Bus-Metro CBN will not be lower than that in ε 2 = 0.6.
To further explore the effects of rainstorm intensity, capacity tolerance, node coupling strength and edge coupling strength on the Bus-Metro CBN, we drew Figure 12 based on Figures 8-11 and Table 5 . Figure 12a shows the relationships between η(|N|), η(R), η(F), V and s. The figure exhibits a trend of "descending-ascending-unchanged". This means that the vulnerability of Bus-Metro CBN is fluctuating with increasing rainstorm intensity, and there is a rainstorm intensity threshold (s = 1.8) that cause the whole network to collapse. From observing the slope of these curves when s = 1.6, the slope of these curves is the largest, which means that the cascading failure consequences of Bus-Metro CBN increase the fastest in s = 1.6. Therefore, when the rainstorm intensity s exceeds 1.4, the traffic management department should quickly escalate emergency management and implement rescue measures to prevent the collapse of the Bus-Metro CBN. From Figure 12b , it is observed that η(|N|), η(R), η(F), V decrease with α, meaning that the increase in node and edge capacity can reduce the vulnerability of Bus-Metro CBN. At the same time, the decline rate of the failure proportion first increases and then decreases, which indicates that when α is small (α = 0.0) or large (α = 0.4), the increase in node and edge capacity has less effect on the mitigation of Bus-Metro CBN vulnerability. In addition, when α = 0.3, the curves have the fastest falling speed, which denote that when the node and edge capacity is 1.3 times of their initial load, increasing the node and edge capacity have the greatest effect on reducing the network vulnerability. If we consider the cost of increasing node and edge capacity, α = 0.3 is the point with the highest marginal benefit. Comprehensively considering the network vulnerability reduction and its cost, α = 0.4 is the best choice that is when the node and edge capacity is 1.4 times of their initial load.
Considering the relationships between η(|N|), η(R), η(F), V and ε 1 (Figure 12c ), it shows that the impact of ε 1 on the failure proportion can be divided into two intervals, ε 1 < 0.4 and ε 1 ≥ 0.4, respectively. When ε 1 < 0.4, the failure proportion increases as ε 1 increases. When ε 1 ≥ 0.4, the failure proportion is stable, and the changes of η(|N|), η(R), η(F), V do not exceed 5%. On the one hand, the Bus-Metro CBN should have a low node coupling strength to reduce its vulnerability, on the other hand, only when the node coupling strength is below 0.4, the reduction of node coupling strength reduces Bus-Metro CBN vulnerability. 
Data is derived from Figures 8-11 and Table 5 . Table 5 .
In terms of the relationships between η(|N|), η(R), η(F), V and ε 2 (Figure 12d ), we can also divide the effect of ε 2 on the cascading failure process, ε 2 ≤ 0.6 and ε 2 > 0.6, respectively. When ε 2 ≤ 0.6, the cascading failure processes are almost the same, and the failure proportion is stable. When ε 2 > 0.6, the failure proportion increases as ε 2 increases. This phenomenon indicates that ε 2 has a limit to the reduction of Bus-Metro CBN vulnerability, i.e., when other conditions remain unchanged and only ε 2 is allowed to be adjusted, the vulnerability V of Bus-Metro CBN can only be reduced to about 0.4. From the comparison of ε 1 and ε 2 , the reduction of node coupling strength has more potential to reduce the Bus-Metro CBN vulnerability than that of edge coupling strength. Therefore, more attention should be paid to the reduction of node coupling strength.
In addition, to analyze the main factor affecting the vulnerability of the Bus-Metro CBN, we calculated the contribution rates (i.e., the influence of different indicators on the formation of results) of η(|N|), η(R) and η(F) to V based on the data in Figures 8-11 and Table 5 , and the results are shown in Figure 13 . Figure 13 shows that in most of the scenarios, the contribution rate of η(R) to V was higher than that of η(|N|) and η(F) to V. This means that the vulnerability of the Bus-Metro CBN under a rainstorm was affected mainly by whole-network efficiency, i.e., the performance of network connectivity.
As shown in Figure 13a , when s < 1.4, the vulnerability of Bus-Metro CBN is mainly caused by the decline of η(R); when s ≥ 1.8, the contribution of η(|N|), η(R), η(F) to V are almost equal. However, when s = 1.4, η(F) has the biggest impact on the vulnerability of Bus-Metro CBN. This means that the vulnerability of the Bus-Metro CBN was mainly caused by the destruction of the topological structure under less severe rainstorm. When the rainstorm was more severe, the failure of the passenger flow also has a great influence on the vulnerability of the Bus-Metro CBN. The main reason for this is that passengers at failed bus stops (or metro stations) and lines may transfer to other normally functioning bus stops (or metro stations) and lines, thus reducing passenger loss in the system as a whole. However, given that the topology of the system is almost static and lacks a dynamic self-healing ability, i.e., the topology cannot repair itself, this will greatly affect the system's vulnerability.
Under the conditions of different α (Figure 13b ), the contributions of η(|N|) and η(F) to V are almost the same. At the same time, when α ≤ 0.2, the contribution of η(R) to V is almost equal to that of η(|N|) and η(F) to V. But when α > 0.2, the contribution of η(R) to V far exceeds that of η(|N|) and η(F) to V. These results indicate that when the node and edge capacity is relatively small (α ≤ 0.2), the topology structure and passenger flow are almost the same important to the Bus-Metro CBN. But when the node and edge capacity is relatively large (α > 0.2), the destruction of the topological structure is the main cause of vulnerability in the Bus-Metro CBN, so the topological structure should be given more protection in these scenarios. Figure 13c shows that under different ε 1 , the impact of η(|N|) and η(F) on V are almost the same. At the same time, it is obvious that η(R) is always the main factor that affects V. Figure 13d shows results similar to Figure 13c . These results imply that when other conditions are given, the degradation of topology structure is always the main cause of Bus-Metro CBN vulnerability, regardless of the degree of connection between different nodes and different edges.
Many previous topology-based researches of network robustness or vulnerability found that the topology is important to the network [97] [98] [99] . When the topology of the network degrades due to node or edge failures, the performance of the entire network is greatly reduced. In this paper, the loads in nodes and edges are passengers which means the proposed CMLs model is a flow-based model [33, 34] . Through this model, we can compare the impacts of topology structure integraty and passenger flow on the network vulnerability in light of the topology-based metrics of η(|N|), η(R) and the flow-based metric of η(F). According to the analysis of the main factors affecting the vulnerability in Bus-Metro CBN, although the topology is still important to the network in the flow-based cascading failure model, in some scenarios (s = 1.4, s ≥ 1.8, α ≤ 0.2), the passenger flow will also play a pivotal role in the network performance. 
Data is derived from Figures 8-11 and Table 5 .
Conclusions and Recommendations
Due to the high incidence of rainstorms and their great impact on urban public traffic, this study empirically examined the impact of rainstorms on the Bus-Metro CBN that consists of ground bus and metro using vulnerability calculations. Firstly, we established a way of transforming the rainstorm intensity into the quantitative impact on the Bus-Metro CBN. Then based on the CML model in the research of Huang, Peng, and Ren [64] [65] [66] , we proposed a flow-based CML model to simulate the cascading failures in the Bus-Metro CBN. At the same time, we considered not only the state failure of nodes and edges, but also the failure caused by flow overload of nodes and edges. Through the topology-based and flow-based metrics, a vulnerability operator is built to quantitatively calculate the vulnerability of Bus-Metro CBN. Finally, these models and methods are used in an empirical case and results were obtained.
In summary, through the empirical study, we found that the Bus-Metro CBN may experience a secondary failure process due to the capacity of nodes and edges. This indicates that the network will have two-stage failure processes at different times and thus cause the consequences of the cascading failure to worsen over time. However, from the perspective of emergency management, the multi-stage failure process provides time for the repair of failed bus stops (or metro station) and lines. Managers can take repair measures between two failure processes, and thus prevent a new round of failure.
Considering the impact of rainstorm intensity on the vulnerability of Bus-Metro CBN, we found that the consequence of cascading failure does not always increase as the rainstorm intensity 
Considering the impact of rainstorm intensity on the vulnerability of Bus-Metro CBN, we found that the consequence of cascading failure does not always increase as the rainstorm intensity increases. The relationship between failure proportion and rainstorm intensity shows a trend of "descending-ascending-unchanged", which means on the one hand the traffic management department should take more management and rescue measures during the "ascending" period. On the other hand, there is a rainstorm intensity threshold that causes the Bus-Metro CBN to collapse, which can be used as a warning for rainstorm observations.
For reducing the vulnerability of Bus-Metro CBN, we studied the impact of capacity increases on the network vulnerability, and found that the decline rate in network vulnerability increases first and then decreases as the capacity increases. At the same time, with simultaneous consideration for the capacity increase and its cost, we obtained the optimal capacity of nodes and edges, which can be used to support public transport planning.
In terms of the coupling strength of Bus-Metro CBN, the network vulnerability increases as the node coupling strength and edge coupling strength increase. However, the influence of node coupling strength on network vulnerability has an upper limit, and the edge coupling strength has a lower limit on network vulnerability. In contrast, node coupling strength has greater potential to reduce the vulnerability of Bus-Metro CBN than edge coupling strength. Therefore, in the actual Bus-Metro CBN, the coupling relationship between bus stops (metro stations) should be prioritized to minimize them.
Moreover, from the contribution to the vulnerability of Bus-Metro CBN, the decline of the whole network efficiency contributes the largest to the network vulnerability in most scenarios. But in some scenarios, such as when the capacities of nodes and edges are small, the decline of passenger flow also contributes greatly to the vulnerability of Bus-Metro CBN. In general, the traffic management department should give priority to ensuring the connectivity of the shortest path between the stop (station) pairs in the Bus-Metro CBN to reduce its vulnerability.
In this study, the urban ground bus and metro systems were abstracted into a complex bilayer network, and both the failure of nodes and edges in the network were considered. The vulnerability of the Bus-Metro CBN under rainstorm was reflected by the node scale of the maximum connected subgraph, the whole-network efficiency and the passenger volume. Based on the CMLs model, the cascading failures of the Bus-Metro CBN were simulated, and some noteworthy results were different from those yielded by previous studies. These results enabled us to provide the aforementioned recommendations for reducing the vulnerability of the Bus-Metro CBN. In future research, we recommend further exploration of strategies for the repair of cascading failures in a Bus-Metro CBN under different conditions, and the relationship between the contact enhancements of the network's topological structure and the degree of failure of the network function.
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